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Introduction
Since 1949 Heidelberg University Library has been participating in a system of national 
cooperative acquisition, financed by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft/DFG) which is called ‘Sondersammelgebiete/Special Subject 
Collections’. The aim of this cooperative acquisition scheme is ‘to build systematic, 
comprehensive and specialised subject collections of printed and electronic resources’, and 
to make these sources of information accessible throughout Germany and beyond in a user-
friendly and service-oriented way. In Germany more than 60 proficient academic libraries 
contribute on the basis of this cooperative system to the Special Subject Collections. These 
collections are distributed according to disciplines and regional aspects. Together they form 
a network of information sources in the manner of a virtual national library. 
Heidelberg’s collection focuses – among others1 – on Egyptology and Classical Archaeology. 
For this reason Heidelberg University Library entered into a commitment to do its utmost 
to add to the collection every scientific work from both Germany and abroad that has been 
written in these disciplines. In Egyptology the Special Subject Collection covers all aspects 
of Ancient Egypt including art, archaeology, history, language and so on within the period 
from about 4000 BC to Coptic times, and also comprises archaeology of the Sudan and 
Christian Egypt. Altogether, Heidelberg holds around 90 periodicals and owns around 
20,000 volumes on Egyptology as well as other media like microfiches or CD-ROMs.
The term ‘virtual’ library already reveals that it is a virtual union of all Special Subject 
Collections that deal with the spectrum of Classical Studies. Its members are the
• University Library, Heidelberg: Egyptology, Classical Archaeology 
• Bavarian State Library, Munich: Ancient History, Classical Philology, Pre- and Early 
History, Byzantine Studies, Medieval and Neo-Latin Philology
• University Library, Tübingen: Ancient Near East
• Humboldt University, Berlin, Institute of Classical Philology (KIRKE) 
Further partners are the German Archaeological Institute (DAI) as well as the University 
of Eichstätt with its Chair of Ancient History. Altogether, they ‘form’ the virtual library 
called ProPylaeum. Thus, all Special Subject Collections are united within a single point of 
access. The Virtual Library Classical Studies has been financed by the German Research 
Foundation since 2006.
Fig. I gives you a screenshot of the homepage of ProPylaeum and the subjects that are – so 
far – covered: the topics are shown at the top of the page and the different menu items on 
the left side.
1  The other Special Subject Collections at the University Library Heidelberg comprise ‘Art History’ and ‘South 
Asia’.
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Fig. I. Propylaeum: Virtual Library Classical Studies
Library Catalogues and Ordering Literature
First of all, there are the ‘classical’ library services, like the catalogue and its holdings. Here 
the reference to the catalogue of the ‘Special Collection Catalogue of Egyptology’ and further 
the Catalogue of the German Archaeological Institute (DAI) in Cairo can be found. Books 
and articles of journals can all be ordered nationally and internationally via conventional 
Inter Library Loan or Subito, the actual document delivery service of research libraries.2 In 
ProPylaeum both links can be found under ‘Ordering Literature’.
New Acquisitions
The item ‘New Acquisitions’ gives access to the latest acquisitions made each month by 
the Special Subject Collection and the German Archaeological Institute (DAI). This service 
helps the user to keep up-to-date with the latest publications in the field of Egyptology. 
The new titles of the list are also directly linked to the catalogue from which the literature 
can be ordered. As a special service, all Egyptologists interested in new acquisitions lists, 
can subscribe to a mailing list and receive an e-mail with an attached PDF-file of the new 
acquisitions every month (‘e-mail subscription’). 
Journals/Articles
Under ‘Journals/Articles’ a complete list of ‘E-Journals for Egyptology’ can be accessed. 
The retrieval of the E-Journals varies according to the location from which the user is 
accessing the website – for example the institute. The availability of the full-text is expressed 
2  Http://www.subito-doc.de.
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by traffic light symbols: Journals marked in green are freely available and form the major 
part of all e-journals. Furthermore, a complete list of all printed journals collected by the 
Special Subject Collection is offered. 
A further link under the menu item ‘Journals/Articles’ refers to ‘OLC-SSG Classics – 
Online Contents-Special Subject Collection’. The link is not only relevant for Egyptologists 
but also gives access to tables of contents from journals in all fields of Classical Studies, 
like Prehistory, Ancient History, Classical Archaeology, Classical Philology and soon also 
Ancient Near Eastern Studies. In this database 240 journals have been indexed since 1993 
until today, so it is very much up-to-date. A useful side-effect is also that you can search 
systematically in certain journals for its content. As well as providing bibliographic details 
the database offers connection to Inter Library Loan and Subito. 
Subject Databases
Another offer in Propylaeum is the ‘Subject Databases for Egyptology’, of which most of 
them are available free of charge and without any restrictions (fig. II). Altogether, there are 
at least around 20 Egyptological databases free on the Internet.
Fig. II. Databases in Egyptology
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Digital Collections
The menu item ‘Digital Collections’ in ProPylaeum offers an overview on the institutions 
providing digitised works in Egyptology (for example the ‘Giza Digital Library’ in Boston, 
the ‘Bibliothèque nationale de France’ and further more, fig. III). In addition, the Special 
Subject Collection digitises books from its own holdings. Under German law it is allowed to 
digitise books generally up to the year 1900 and books by authors who have been dead for 
70 years. These digitised books can be found at http://aegyptologie-digital.uni-hd.de. 
A special feature within these books digitised by the Special Subject Collection in 
Heidelberg is the ‘Full Text Search’ which enables the user to search for a special word 
within the whole text of the book (fig. IV). Of course, page preview, zooming, and printing 
are further options. 
Moreover, in September 2009 a new project has started to digitise books from the year 
1500 to 1900 that deals mainly with excavations and finds from ancient cultures around 
the Mediterranean Sea (called ‘Rezeption der Antike im semantischen Netz: Buch, Bild und 
Objekt digital’). This project is also funded by the German Research Foundation. The joint 
project of the Heidelberg University Library, the German Archaeological Institute (DAI), the 
‘Forschungsarchiv für Antike Plastik’ at the University of Cologne, and the Winckelmann-
Society (Stendal) aims to digitise and to index more than 1,000 books related to Egyptology 
and Classical Archaeology. Furthermore of course, this project will be integrated in 
ProPylaeum as ‘Thematic Portal’.
Fig. III. Digital Collections, listed in Propylaeum
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Fig. IV. Digitised literature in Egyptology, held in Heidelberg: Full Text Search
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Another feature worth mentioning is the digitised literature that is included into the online 
catalogue Egyptology in Heidelberg, and is not digitised by the Special Subject Collection 
itself: Meanwhile there are around 300 digitised books and genuine online books (mainly 
PhD theses). These digitised books of Egyptology can also be found separately via the link 
to ‘Digital Literature in Egyptology – worldwide’ (link from http://ssg-aegyptologie.uni-
hd.de). 
Internet Resources
Another relevant matter of ‘ProPylaeum’ is SiSyPhoS that offers a wide range of Internet 
resources for the areas of Egyptology and Classical Archaeology (and soon for Ancient Near 
East). At the moment, Sisyphos contains about 1,700 Internet resources, and each website 
is tested for its quality and subject relevance. This means, that in contrast to – for example 
Google – you get only web sites of high quality and scientific relevance. The descriptions of 
the websites include details such as the author/publisher of a site, a brief indication of its 
content, standardised keywords and subject descriptions (see fig. V).
ProPylaeum-Search
A very useful instrument is the meta-search ‘ProPylaeum-Search’, which makes it possible 
to look up selectable catalogues, databases, electronic literature, and Internet resources 
within one search. The idea behind is, to provide a single ‘google-like’ slot as first entry. 
When sending a search term to the meta-search all results are given sorted by database. 
Even the ‘links’ are ‘clickable’, for example to the different tables of contents. ‘Refine search’ 
offers a further selection within the result list, for example by year or author.
Academic and Research Services
Another functionality in ‘ProPylaeum’ is the ‘Academic and Research Services’, which 
offers up-to-date announcements for Egyptologists, with links to relevant conferences and 
current job offers. 
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Fig. V. Sisyphos: Collection of Archaeological and Egyptological Internet Resources
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E-Publishing
One of the highlights of the Virtual Library Classical Studies is ProPylaeum-DOK, the full-
text server of ProPylaeum for publishing PhD-theses and other academic works in the field 
of Classical Studies. This publication platform offers academics from around the world the 
possibility to publish their texts in Egyptology fast and free of charge. In accordance with the 
principles of Open Access, these publications are freely available via Internet. They are given 
standardizsed addresses (URN) that make them permanently quotable – like a printed book. 
Additional indexing as authors and subject heading is included by ProPylaeum. ProPylaeum-
DOK was put online at the end of 2006, and now, one and a half years later, we have nearly 
300 texts online. 
The following works are allowed to be published on ProPylaeum-DOK:
• PhD thesis
• Writings of authors with a PhD
• Writings of people who already graduated (grading ‘good’ or ‘very good’)
• Writings of people with a recommendation by their professor.
As a general principle all documents have to fulfil basic, formal standards. 
Fig. VI. Propylaeum-DOK example: Genuine online-publications
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Fig. VII. Propylaeum-DOK example: Text-additions to printed books
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Fig. VIII. Propylaeum-DOK example: Illustration-additions to printed books 
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In addition, scholars are allowed to publish (in accordance with the copy-right-law) their 
own articles that are older than the current year. Therefore, we have writings from several 
scholars (called ‘Schriften’) for which we have – of course – the author’s permission for 
their digitisation. In Egyptology we started with the writings of Joachim F. Quack.
Fig. IX. Series ‘Schriften’ (here: J. F. Quack)
Conclusion
Altogether ‘ProPylaeum: Virtual Library Classical Studies’ (Egyptology) offers a variety of 
information and services, electronic resources, reaching from the traditional printed book 
to modern digitisations plus a full-text server for Classical Studies. 
Also in ProPylaeum ‘thematic portals’ are planned in the field of Ancient Egypt and 
Classical Studies in general as well. Their aim is to give a complex access to comprehensive 
matters or epochs of academic research. In interaction these gateways will grow towards 
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a complex information system, which provides scholars with the possibility of making their 
resources available to the public and to benefit from the knowledge and achievements of 
their colleagues. Therefore the specific subject gateways will be maintained by external co-
operation partners, who will have the editorial responsibility for their project. In any case, 
we welcome further questions, comments or suggestions for ProPylaeum!
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